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both developed in the context of Christian controversy; the readings of Plato in both periods can only be understood in light of the theological issues to which they respond. The positions gradually diverge by mideighteenth century in other respects.
This study discusses two major theological issues that affected the eighteenth-century English reception of Plato, namely controversies concerning the nature of the Trinity and the relationship of natural religion to Revelation. The issue of whether natural religion could be a system sufficient by itself without Revelation, and also how much of Revelation was deducible from nature without Scripture, was crucial to the deistical controversies of the first part of the eighteenth century. Deists invoked heathen philosophers to prove that natural religion without Revelation was sufficient for belief in God and regulation of morals. Some Christians, in response, argued that the existence of true notions of God and morality among the heathens proved either (1) that God had given some primitive revelation universally to mankind; or (2) that the Greek moralists had learned Mosaic wisdom in Egypt; or (3) that many of the truths of Christianity were so obviously correct that they could be deduced from the natural world (which was God's Creation) by means of human reason (which God had implanted in humanity) unaided by the specifics of Revelation. Other Christians argued the opposite, that the general immorality (especially, among the Greeks, sodomy) and idolatry of the heathens proved the insufficiency of natural religion and the need for Revelation.
An even more difficult problem for Christians confuting deists was Trinitarian theology. As deists gleefully pointed out, nothing in nature, or even in Scripture, could prove the existence of the Trinity beyond doubt. The stumbling and mutually contradictory efforts of the orthodox members of the Church of England to explicate the Trinity not only lent additional ammunition to the deists, but also led many theologians, both members of the Establishment and of rational dissenting congregations, into anti-Athanasian positions, ranging from Arianism through Socianism to Unitarianism. These Trinitarian controversies sparked renewed interest in the early church and the development of the Nicene and Athanasian creeds, which in turn demanded a critical investigation of the relationship of Neoplatonic triadic and emanational metaphysics to the development of Christian theology.
This study examines the theological responses to 
